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BARRY M.  LEINER 
Probe Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, California 94086 
The relations between marginal, joint, and conditional rate-distortion func- 
tions are rederived using the Kuhn-Tucker minimization form for the rate- 
distortion function.. This derivation allows sufficient conditions for the re- 
lations to hold with equality to be readily derived. This method is then applied 
to the rate-distortion function for a stationary source with memory, yielding 
the composite lower bounds with conditions for equality. The composite 
lower bounds are also compared to the generalized Wyner-Ziv lower bounds 
and an example given where the composite lower bounds do better than a 
comparable generalized Wyner-Ziv bound. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rate-distortion theory provides a means for evaluating the optimum 
performance theoretically attainable (OPTA) of a data compression system, 
i.e., the minimum rate that gives an acceptable l vel of distortion (Shannon, 
1959). Unfortunately, the evaluation of the rate-distortion function is most 
difficult for sources with memory, the class of sources where the potential 
gains for data compression is largest. As a result, several ower bounds to 
rate-distortion functions for sources with memory have been developed and 
studied in the past several years, including the autoregressive (Gray, 1970), 
generalized Shannon (Berger, 1971, p. 132), Wyner-Ziv (Wyner, 1971), 
and composite (Gray, 1973). Of these, the composite lower bounds are the 
tightest. 
The method used in deriving the composite lower bounds as given by 
Gray (1973) does not yield conditions for when the bounds hold with 
equality. In this paper, an alternate derivation of the relations between joint, 
marginal, and conditional rate-distortion functions is given, yielding sufficient 
conditions for the relations to hold with equality. This derivation is based 
on the Kuhn-Tucker minimization form for the rate-distortion function. 
The sufficient conditions for equality follow from the relationship of the 
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Lagrange multipliers in the minimization to the backwards test channels. 
While the proofs given by Gray (1973) are somewhat more elegant, the 
proofs here make the conditions for equality for several of the relations 
easier to derive. 
This method of proof is then applied to the problem of stationary sources 
with memory, developing the composite lower bounds with sufficient condi- 
tions for equality-. The method used is similar in flavor to that used in the 
proof of the autoregressive lower bound (Gray, 1970), and the composite 
lower bounds as a result may be viewed as a generalization of the auto- 
regressive lower bound. This relationship is clear when one applies the 
composite lower bound to an autoregressive source, (Gray, 1973; Leiner, 
1973). 
The relationship of the composite lower bounds to the generalized Wyner- 
Ziv lower bounds is then investigated. The generalized Wyner-Ziv bounds 
(Berger, 1971, p. 131) converge to the actual rate-distortion function for a 
stationary source. Conditions are derived for the LaGrange multipliers 
involved in both bounds for testing which bound (for a particular pair of 
orders) is tighter. It is seen through an example that, contrary to intuition, 
the composite lower bound may be tighter than the generalized Wyner-Ziv 
bound for comparable order. 
INEQUALITIES FOR THE RATE-DISTORTION 
FUNCTION--THE Two-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We now present he relations between marginal, joint, and conditional 
rates for a simple two-dimensional source. The derivation given here uses 
the Kuhn-Tucker minimization form of the rate-distortion function, in 
contrast with the approach of Gray (1973) which is based on the 
In x ~< x -  1 inequality. This derivation allows sufficient conditions for 
equality in the relations to be readily determined. While the inequalities 
are stated for scalar sources and distortion measures for simplicity, they 
generalize directly to vector sources and distortion measures. 
Let there be given a memoryless vector source of dimension 2, U = (X, Y), 
having a probability measure q(u)= q(y)q(x l Y), and an alphabet _dr¢ 
a subset of d x × dr  • We are also given an available reproduction alphabet 
AO a subset of A 2 × Af~ and nonnegative distortion measures dx(x; ~) 
and dy(y;33 ). The marginal (Gallager, 1968; Berger, 1971), joint (Gray, 
1973), and conditional (Leiner, 1973; Gray, 1972) rate-distortion functions 
may be defined in the usual way. 
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Gray (1973) proves the analogous relationships to those for entropy in 
the form of the following theorem. Although his theorem is in terms of 
compound istortion measures, for simplicity, we give it in terms of scalar 
distortion measures. The sufficient conditions for equality in (1) are not 
given by Gray but are derived here. 
THEOREM 1. We are given a two-dimensional source XY  and scalar 
distortion measures: 
Rxy(Dx, Dy) >~ Rxty(Dx) + Rr(Dy), 
Rxiy(Dx) >~ Rx(Dx) --I(X; Y), 
Rxy(Dx , Dy) >/Rx(Dx) + Rr(Dy) -- 1(2[; Y), 
Rx(Dx) > Rxt~.(Dx), 






Sufficient conditions for equality in (1) are that the optimum backward test 
channels for the functions on the left side of each equation factor appropriately, 
i.e., for (la) pb(xy ] ~9) = p~(x ] ~y) p~(y I.~), for (lb) po(x ].~y) = po(x [~), 
and for (lc) that p~(xy ]~)  =Pb(xl ~) Pb(Y l #). Equality will hold in (2) if 
X and Y are independent. 
The proof of (2) involves the generation of test channels for the right-hand 
side rate-distortion function from the optimum test channels for the left 
side functions and assuming that X and Y are independent. The approach 
used in the proof of (I) however, essentially generates backwards densities. 
As is seen from Berger (1971, pp. 37-38), the optimum LaGrange multipliers 
generated in the Kuhn-Tucker minimization form of the rate-distortion 
function are proportional to the backwards channels. Using this form of 
the rate-distortion function is therefore rather cumbersome for the proof 
of (2) but quite applicable to the proof of (1). 
The general method of proof of the inequalities of (1) will be to generate 
the LaGrange multipliers ¢(') for the left-hand side from the optimal 
multipliers f( ' )  for the right-hand side. Accordingly, let {f(x)} and Px be 
the LaGrange multipliers which achieve Rx(D ). Then (Berger, 1971), 
and 
Rx(Dx) = H(X) + ~ q(x) l n f (x )  - -  pxDx (3a) 
f(x) exp(--pxdx(x; ~)) ~< 1 for every ~. (3b) 
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Similarly, let {f(y)} and py achieve R~(Dy) and let {f~(x)} and Pxlr achieve 
Rxlr(Dx). Then (Leiner, 1973) 
Ry(Dy) = H(Y) + ~ q(y) tnf(y)  -- prDr, 
?,1 
f (y)  exp(--prdy(y; 29)) <~ 1 for every 29, 
?/ 
Rxlr(Dx) = H(X [ Y) -l- ~ q(x, y) ln fu(x ) -- pxlvDx, 
X,?I 
~fu(x) exp(--pxiydx(x; 4)) ~ 1 for every :~, y. 
To obtain (la) let rp(x, y) =f(y)f,~(x), 0 = (Pxlr, Or) and note that 
~o(x, y) exp(--O(dx(x, 4), dr(y , 29))T) 
X,21 
= ~f (y )  exp(--prdr(y; 29)) ~f~(x) exp(--pxlrdx(x; 4)) <~ 1 
y x 
for every 4, 2~. 
Therefore (Gray, 1972), Rxr(D x , Dy) is then lower bounded by 
Rxr(Dx, Dr) >/H(XY)  + ~ q(x, y) ln f (y)  -1- ~, q(x, y) lnf~(x) 
fe,y ~,71 
-- pxlrDx - -  p fDy  
= RxEy(Dx) + Ry(Dy), 
proving (la). Next, we let ~%(x) =f (x)  for every y. Equation (3b) implies 
directly that the necessary condition holds for %(x). Rxlr(Dx) is therefore 
lower bounded by (Leiner, 1973) 
Rxlr(Dx) = H(X I Y) -t- 2 q(x) lnf(x) -- pxDx 
= H(X[ Y) -t- Rx(Dx) -- H(X) 
-= Rx(Dx) -- I(X; Y), 
giving (lb). Equation (le) then follows directly from (la) and (lb). 
To show sufficient condition for equality, letf(x, y) and --(Px, Pr) be the 
LaGrange multipliers and slope which yield Rxr(Dx, Dy). The backwards 
density is then given by p~(xy J 4~) = f(x, y) exp(--pxdx(x; 4) -- prdr(y; ~)). 
643/33/~-6 
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Assume that this density factors into p~(xyIic29) =pb(xlicy)pb(y 133). We 
shall derive LaGrange multipliers ~%(x) and cp(y), such that f (x ,y )= 
~o(y) cpv(x), which satisfy the conditions for equality in Theorems 1 and 3 
and therefore yield Rxlr(Dx) and Ry(Dy). This implies equality in (la). 
First note that 
F, p~(xy I #)  = Y p~(x I icy) p~(y 129) = p~(y t ¢) 
is not a function of ic. Continuing, 
= ~f (x ,  y) exp(--pxdx(x; ic) - -  pydr(y;  29)) 
= exp(--pydr(y; 29)) ~ f(x, y) exp(--pxdx(X; ic)). 
og 
So we let ~o(y) = E~f(x, y)exp(--pxdx(x; ic)) and note that ~o(y) is not a 
function of ic, 29, or x since 9(y)exp(--py(dy(y; 33)))= Pb(Y [33) is not a 
function of x or 4. We then define 9~(x)=-f(x,y)/ep(y) and note that 
9v(x) is not a function of ic or 29. Letting w(ic29) be the density corre- 
sponding to Rxy(Dx, Dr), we choose w(33)= 2~ ~o(ic29) and w(~ [y )= 
~,~ w(ic33) p~(y 129)/q(Y). It can be shown that this choice satisfies the necessary 
conditions for 9(y) and 9~(x) to achieve Ry(Dy) and Rxlr(Dx) at Pr and Px, 
yielding equality in (la). 
To show sufficient conditions for equality in (lb) letfv(x) achieve Rxly(Dx) 
at slope Px so that pb(xlicy)=fu(x)exp(--pxdx(x; ic)) and assume that 
p~(x I icy) = p~(x I ic) independent of y. Let 9(x) = f~(x) independent of y. 
Let w(ic I Y) be the density corresponding to Rxlr(Dx) and let w(ic) 
~]u w(~ ]y) q(y). As above, this choice yields Rx(Dx) at Px, giving equality 
in (lb). Sufficient conditions for equality in (lc) follow from those in (la) 
and (1 b). 
STATIONARY SOURCES WITH MEMORY--THE COMPOSITE LOWER BOUND 
By extending the inequalities of Theorem 1 to n-dimensional sources 
and then applying the inequalities to a stationary source, Gray (1973) derived 
a class of lower bounds, known as the composite lower bounds, to the rate- 
distortion function of a stationary source with memory and a single-letter 
vector-valued distortion measure. He shows that these bounds include or 
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imply all other well-known bounds to rates of such sources and distortion 
measures. In this section, we obtain the compomte lower bounds by an 
alternate derivation using the LaGrange multiplier approach used in deriving 
Theorem 1 above. This approach gives sufficient conditions for the bounds 
to hold with equality. It also provides more insight into the relationship 
between the conditional rate-distortion function and the restricted and 
unrestricted transitions on the reproduction alphabet when the source 
alphabet has restricted transitions. We then give several examples of calcula- 
tions of the composite lower bound for different sources with memory. 
A generalization of the Wyner-Ziv lower bound (Wyner, t971) is then 
given and a comparison made with the composite lower bounds. 
Let X be a stationary ergodic source with per letter alphabet Ax.  Let 
q(x~) be the probability density function for n-tuples defined for each n 
and let Bn be the set of n-tuples with nonzero probability. Note that Bn is 
a subset of A~c for each n and may be a proper subset in the case of the 
source having restricted transitions, i.e., given the past history of the source, 
not every element of Ax has a nonzero probability of occurring at time n 
for some n. 
Let A 2 be the per letter eproduction alphabet and d(x; ~) be a nonnegative 
single letter distortion measure defined on A x × A 2 . The rate distortion 
function R(D) is defined by (Gallager, 1968; Berger, 1971) 
R(D)  = 
R~(D) = 
f(Xn ;Xn) = 
lim Rn(D), 
inf n-l/(Xn ; 5In) , 
PeP  D 
q(x~) p(~ I x~) ln(p(~ I x~)/~v(:~)), 
Xn~n 
~(e.) = ~/,(% Ix.) q(x.), 
x n 
PD = tP ( ' ] ' ) :  E q(Xn) p(R,~ I X~) d(x~ ; :~,~) ~ nDI, 
Xn~: n 
d(x~ ;%) = ~ d(x, ; ~), 
where the summations are over all possible n-tuples of source and reproduc- 
tion alphabets. 
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To bound this rate-distortion function, we shall use the Kuhn-Tucker 
minimization form for n-tu$es, given by the following (Gray, 1971). 
THEOREM 2. 
(4a) 
where ?(xn) is a nonnegative function satisfying 
C dxn> exp(-4x, ; %>) < 1 
%I 
(4b) 
where B, is the set of possible reproduction n-tuples. Equality will hold in (4a) 
zr there exists a nonnegative function ~(2~) satisfying 
1 = Mxn>/q(xn>) c N%J exp(-4(x, ; W 
9 
(4c) 
and (4b) holds with equality for each ~2~ for which ~(2,) > 0. 
Note that B, is a subset of A; . When A, = A2 , B, may be logically 
chosen to be either B, or A:. These two choices will give two different 
rate-distortion functions. This point will be discussed in more detail further 
on. 
We now apply Theorem 2 to obtain the composite lower bound. Let 
46%+1 1 x,) be the conditional probability of the (m + 1)th letter given 
the previous m letters, i.e., q(xm+.l)/q(xm). Define RXm(Dxm) to be the rate- 
distortion function of an iid source with probabilities q(’ / x,) and 
single letter distortion measure d(x; a). Let A(x,) be the set of all letters 
which have positive probability given that the previous m letters were x, , 
i.e., +,+I: q(h+l 1 x,) > 0). Theorem 3 can be applied giving a function 
cpx,(x) which achieves &JD,,) at a given slope -p for each x, in B, and 
each x in A(x,) where we let the reproduction alphabet be AZ for each x, . 
These functions vx,(x) are now combined as follows to give a function 
v(xn) for n greater than m + 1, thereby yielding a bound for R,(D) and in 
the limit for R(D). Let / B, 1 denote the number of elements in B, and for 
each x, let 
dxn) = I B, I-’ fi ~-&4, 
i=m+1 
where x’k’ = (x+~ , Xi--m+1 ,-**, xi-r). y(xn) is obviously a nonnegative 
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function defined for every x~ in B~. Noting that for every xn in A2 ~ 
~o(x~) exp(--pd(x~, z~,n)) 
Xn~B n 
= Z 2 " E Iz 1-1 
xm~B m Xm+IEA(x m) Wn~A(x(~-l)) 
exp(--pd(x~, .'~)) f l  %;_~(xi) exp(--pd(x~ ; xi) ) 
i=m+l 
<~ ~_, iBm 1-1 exp(--pd(x~ ; ~) )  ~< 1, 
Xm~l~ m
and therefore the necessary conditions on cp(x~) for (4) hold. The rate distor- 
tion function is then bounded by Eq. (4a). But 
n-1  q(x~) in ~o(x~) 
xn~B n
x n i=m+l  
=n - l In INg]  - l+( (n -m) /n )  ~ q(x~) 
xmEB m x~A(x m) 
q(~ I x~) in ~&) ,  
where the last line follows from the stationarity of the source. In the limit 
as n grows large, the lower bound is given by 
R(D)~R~)(D) 
= lira n-IH(X~) + 
= lim n-aH(Xn) -l- 
yielding 
xm~B m ~A(x  m) 
q(x~)(--H(X I x~) + R~(D~) + pD, 
XcnEB~ 
TI-IEOREM 3 (Composite Lower Bound). For a stationary source X and 
single-letter distortion measure, 
R(D) ~ Rxlx~(D) -- 7(~) ~ R(L'~)(D), 
80 
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y(m) = H(X 1 X,) - H(X), 
H(X) = i-2 n-lH(X,), 
&lxJD) = c 4bn.) &,PxJ, %PWL 
and the DXm are chosen so that 
G&3 = Km(D,,> = -P for every x, E B, . 
A sujicient condition for equality is that the optimum backwards density factors 
asPdx, I x,) = lX~m+lPb(~k I Sk, xY)Pbh, I %Jfoy all n. 
To show the sufficient condition for equality, let f (xJ and p be the 
LaGrange multipliers and slope which yields R,(D). The backwards density 
is then given by p,(x, 1 2,) = f (xJ exp(-pd(x, ; an)). Assume this factors 
into Pdx, I %J = IILz=,+l P&k I x2’, 2,) p,(x, / fm). We shall derive 
LaGrange multipliers yX;-,(x), which satisfy the sufficient conditions to 
yield equality for RXlxm(D). Since this holds for all n, it will hold in the 
limit giving equality for the bound. 
We first note that, for k > m 
Pb(x:+l I KL) = 2 PdXvL I %> 
xi i<k-m 
OPi>k 







$%(x:-,-l I %) = c n: P&i I x2, 3 l%(x, I fm). 
xi i=WL+1 
i<k--m 
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We then can show that 
p~(x~ I ~-~ x ~ x  , ~.) = p~( +~ 1%)/P~(x~ -  1%) 
Pb(x~ i ~-1 = xm , G) ,  
and therefore Pb(xk [ k-1 xm , ~)  is not a function of xi for i @ k. We also have 
that 
Pb(Xm+l [Xn)  = ~'~ f (x . )  exp( - -od(x .  ; ~ . ) )  
i<k-m 
or i>k 
= exp( - -od(x~ ;~)) Z f(x.) I-[ exp(--pd(~ ; ~3) 




pb(x~-- l lxn)  = ~ f(x~) exp(--pd(x~ ; ~)) .  
xt i<k--m 
i>k--1 
We then define 




%~_,(x~) = ~ f (~)  exp(--pd(x. ;~.)) exp(pd(x~ ;~)) 
i < t~--m 
or i>k-1 
and note that ~ k-x(xk3 is only a function of x k Let w(~n) be the density "rx m \ ] ~+1 • 
satisfying (4c) and let w(~k) = X~,.i~ w(~). 
We can then show that 9x,~(x~) and w(~k) are the values which yield 
Rxlx,~(D ) at p, and therefore the bound holds with equality for Rn(D ) except 
for the term n-l[B~ [. This goes to zero as n grows large and therefore, 
if the backwards density factors for all n, the bound holds with equality in 
the limit, R(D) = lim~_~ RdD ) = R~)(D). 
Note that Rxtx~(h ) is just the rate-distortion function of a two-dimensional 
composite source with switch positions x~, switch probabilities q(x~), and 
conditional probabilities q(x ]x~). Hence the name composite lower bounds. 
Although the bound of Theorem 3 is identical to that of Gray (1973), 
the derivation above allows insight into the effects of restricted transitions 
on the reproduction. In the construction of the LaGrange multipliers, 9(x~), 
it was required that (4b) hold for every sequence of reproduction letters, 
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whether the sequence was permitted or not. I f  (4b) is only required to hold 
for those permitted ~n, the set of possible LaGrange multipliers meeting 
that condition becomes larger. Since R~(D) can be viewed as the maximum 
over all 9(') satisfying (4b), R~(D) is also larger. To account for the restriction 
on the transitions in the reproduction sequence, it would be desirable to 
incorporate the r striction into he generation of the LaGrange multipliers. 
Unfortunately, the incorporation of information about the reproduction 
would require knowledge of the particular transition probabilities being 
used, which is not available since that is basically the variable in the minimiza- 
tion problem. 
Several examples of the calculation of the composite lower bounds as well 
as the relation of the composite lower bounds to other bounds to the rate- 
distortion function for sources with memory may be found in Gray (1973) 
and Leiner (1973). 
We now compare the composite lower bound to a generalization of the 
Wyner-Ziv lower bound. The generalized Wyner-Ziv bound (Berger, 1971, 
p. 131) is easily seen to converge to the rate-distortion function of any 
source as the number of letters used in computing the bound is increased. 
The question to be investigated is how does the bound compare to the 
composite lower bounds for small numbers of letters. Some conditions on 
the LaOrange multipliers of the rate-distortion functions of both lower 
bounds are developed which allow an easier comparison. An example is 
given of a source and sitortion measure for which the composite lower bound 
is better than the second-order generalized Wyner-Ziv bound. 
Using the notation as defined above, the generalized Wyner-Ziv bound 
is given by 
Rn(D) ~ R(D) ~ Rn(D) -- An ~ R~wz(O), 
where 
An = lim n-II(XN+I, XN+ 2 ,,.., XN+ ~ " X 1 XN). 
N._~o ' , ° ° . ,  
Since 
I(X~:+I, XN+2 ..... XN+, ;X1 .... , XN) = H(Xf  +~ IX, )  --  n(xf+") ,  
fixing N and taking the limit as n -+ oo and then allowing N--* oo gives 
lim An _-- 0 
n-~oo 
for a stationary ergodic source. Therefore, since R(D) ~ limn_>oo Rn(D), 
lim (") n-o Rowz(D) = R(D). 
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To compare this bound with the composite lower bound the Kuhn- 
Tucker form is applied to both R~(D) and Rx,,+llx,~(D ). Let qo(x~) and p 
achieve Rn(D) so that 
R~(D) = n-~H(X~) + n -~ ~ q(x~) In qo(x.) --  pD. 
Noting that A n can be written as 
A m = n- lH(Xn)  - -  lim n-IH(XN+I XN~ ~ [X~,. X~), 
N_~o o ~ ' "~ . . .~ 
the generalized Wyner-Ziv lower bound is given by 
R~wz(D) = n -~ ~ q(Xn) in 9(x~) q- lim n-lH(X~ +~ I XN) -- O D, 
~7-~O0 
where --p is the slope of R~(D). Now let f,:,~(x) achieve Rxb%(Dx,~) , where 
each rate-distortion function is evaluated at slope --p. The composite lower 
bound is then 
R(L~)(D) = ~ q(x~) Z q(X~n+~ I X~n) In fxm(X~+a) + H(X~ ] X~_~) 
-- H(X~+~ I X~n-1) + lira H(XN ] Xn-a) -- pn 
N-)cc  
= E q(Xm+i) in fx,~(Xm+l) + l~_m H(X N ] iN_I) --  pD. 
(n) D Letting Z~ = RcZ)(D) -- Rawz( ) ,  we see that 
Z~= = E{ln fx~(X~+~) -- n -1 In qo(X~) 
+ (H(X  I XN- ) - n- H(X  
Expanding H(X g+~ I XN)= H(Xzv+I XN) q- H(XN+z I XN+,) q- "" 
H(XN+ n [ XN+~_I) , we see that for a stationary source, the final term for 
Z~ goes to zero in the limit as N grows large. The difference between the 
bounds is then given by 
Z~ = E[In fx,~(X~+l) -- n -~ In 9(X~)]. 
Thus, the difference between the composite and generalized Wyner-Ziv 
lower bounds is just the difference between the expected values of the 
logarithm of the LaGrange multipliers achieving the conditional rate- 
distortion function and the nth order rate-distortion function. This provides 
a simple way of calculating the difference between the two bounds. 
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It is clear that, as n grows large, A” approaches zero and the generalized 
Wyner-Ziv lower bound approaches the rate-distortion function of the 
source. The composite bound uses information about the conditional source 
probabilities of a single letter and the steady state probabilities of m-tuples 
while the generalized Wyner-Ziv lower bound uses the steady state proba- 
bilities of n-tuples. Since the generalized Wyner-Ziv lower bound converges 
to the true rate-distortion function as n grows large, one would expect 
that it uses information in a better way. Therefore, even for n = m + 1, 
one would guess that the generalized Wyner-Ziv bound would be larger 
(better) than the composite bound. In fact, this is not always the case as the 
following example shows. 
The example is that of a simple autoregressive Markov source given by 
x, = X,-l f 2,. The source alphabet is 1L = (0, l,..., L - l} with L 
prime and the addition is taken modulo L. The sequence (2,) is taken 
to be iid with alphabet IA , A < L, and uniform probability over IA . 
The distortion measure is taken as Hamming distance. We shall compare 
@j(D) and R&-(D). Th e conditional rate-distortion functions for each 
value of x1 are equal due to the symmetry of the source and the LaGrange 
multiplier for each is given by 
f&4 = (1 + (A - 1) e-0)-l 
for each xa and x1 . Calculating the rate-distortion function for 2-tuples for 
the generalized Wyner-Ziv lower bound is somewhat more difficult since 
there are LA possible source 2-tuples while there are L2 possible reproduction 
2-tuples and the distortion measure is unbalanced. However, R,(D) can 
be upper bounded by restricting the reproduction 2-tuples to those possible 
source 2-tuples. The distortion measure in this case is balanced and since 
each 2-tuple is equiprobable, the LaGrange multiplier becomes 
y(xJ = (1 + 2(A - 1) e-0 + (LA - 2A + 1) e-2p)--1. 
The composite bound is therefore greater than the generalized Wyner-Ziv 
bound with strict inequality whenever A is strictly less than L, i.e., whenever 
the generating sequence {Z} has alphabet smaller than the full alphabet so 
the source has restricted transitions. Figure 1 shows the two lower bounds 
for L = 3 and A = 2. The curve shown for the generalized Wyner-Ziv 
lower bound is the one derived by using the upper bound obtained by 
restricting the destination alphabet as explained above. We see that for 
small values of distortion, the two curves are quite close. This can be seen 




~(2) D aWZ ( ) 
p~l ) (11> 
D .5 
Comparison of composite and generalized Wyner-Ziv lower bounds. 
in the expressions for the LaGrange multipliers by noting that, for small 
distortion, p is large and the term in e -2o becomes negligible while the other 
terms are identical when comparing f~l(x2) to c?(x2). 
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